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Migration to
be tracked
■ Jon Solmundson
Gnaraloo Turtle Conservation
Program has wrapped up its tagging efforts for the season, sending
off Pulsy and Constance Winnifred
with satellite trackers stuck to
their shells.
The two loggerheads are the last
of 10 turtles to be tagged for satellite tracking, allowing their migration to be monitored by scientists,
and by the public, through a mobile phone app.
Loggerheads come into Gnaraloo Bay to lay their eggs, but exactly where they go after that is a mystery.
Gnaraloo Turtle Conservation
Program research intern Melanie
Do said the big questions were
where the turtles breed and where
they go to feed.
“They may go down to feed in
Shark Bay or could go all the way to
Indonesian waters,” she said.
“So we’re just figuring that out
now, but the great thing is

everyone can watch along with us
on their phones.”
Ms Do said the team had become
much better at tagging the turtles
over the duration of the project.
“Aub Strydom, who we brought
over to help with the project, has
worked with satellite tagging turtles before, but he’s done it mostly
on the east coast so he didn’t realise that it would be quite a walk to
get where the turtles have nested,”
she said. “The first night he just
went out with a plastic bucket and
some rope.
“But since then we’ve gone to actually stabilising the turtles with a
wooden board and using that to
help keep them steady while the
glue dries.
“The turtles definitely feel it, but
the satellite tags have been designed to be as streamlined as possible, and in the nature algae and
barnacles grow on the shell so it’s
not all too different.”
Before the tracker is applied the
turtles shell must be scrubbed

Pulsy was one of two loggerhead turtles tagged. Picture: Nicholas Goldsmith
clean and treated with anti-foulant
to prevent algae growth from
hampering the satellite signal.

The whole process can take up to
five hours.
The public can see the live

location of the 10 Gnaraloo turtles
from their mobile devices using
the “Turtle Tracker” app.

Trapped dugong navigates
safe passage on high tide
■ Aiden Boyham

Australia is home to the largest populations of threatened dugongs in the world. Picture: Getty Images

on January 10, the dugong was able
to safely find its own way out.
DPaW Carnarvon operations
manager Gary Hearle said it was
difficult to convince a two-metre,
250kg animal to do something it
didn’t want to do.
Australia is home to the largest
populations of threatened dugong
in the world.
There are thought to be about
10,000 dugongs in the waters of
Shark Bay, with a further 70,000
Australiawide.
Numbers are declining, with pollution and habitat loss the biggest
threat to the species.
Dugongs can live for about 70
years.

A dugong which had been trapped
in a small channel at New Beach,
about 30km south of Carnarvon, finally made its way back to the open
sea after a week of low tides had
prevented it from crossing a sandbar back into the bay.
The dugong entered a channel
near mangroves on high tide and
was trapped when the tide went
out.
On January 9, volunteers and
staff from the Department of Parks
and Wildlife unsuccessfully attempted to shepherd it over the
sandbar to freedom.
With a fractionally higher tide

Provider says growers are returning to pools
Mid West growers have contributed to wheat pools in some of the
highest levels recorded in years,
according to one of the region’s
largest providers.
While specific figures can not
be provided because of their impact on prices, AWB said the
company’s harvest pool receivals

had almost doubled in the 2015-16
season. AWB pool manager Charlie Brown said a large number of
Mid West growers, who had not
used the pool for the past few
years in favour of cash sales, had
returned.
“Two things are particularly
interesting about this season —

for the first time in three or four
years we are getting more tonnes
into the pool and growers seem to
be less pleased with domestic
cash values,” he said.
Mr Brown said this was most
likely because of changes made
by the provider, as well as weaker
prices for the commodity.

Crazy fun for children
The Dongara Community Resource Centre will
hold a Crazy Hair and Tattoo day, on January 25
from 11am-2pm.
Participants will learn how to make and apply
their own temporary tattoos, and how to style and
braid hair with beads, ribbons, colours and gels.
The event is open to children aged from 8-14, at a
cost of $5 per child. To register your interest, contact 9927 2111.
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